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EFFICIENCY REDEFINED.



N50
The Talkpod N50 Push-to-Talk over Cellular handheld radio is equipped with the open 
source Android 9.0 operating system providing platform flexibility enabling users to 
stay connected by utilising Push-to-Talk technology. The N50 is a mid-tier PoC rugged 
portable with an optional IP67 water and dust proof rating version, making it perfect for 
daily use in harsh and unforgiving environments.

N56
The Talkpod N56 features a 1.7 ”, high-resolution, full-colour LED 

display and limited keypad for fast & easy operation. Clear text, icons 
and large, easy-to-use navigation buttons make reading messages and 
menus a breeze. Push-to-Talk platforms can deliver more functionality 

and user interaction with the N56 utilising it’s LED display and 
customisable side keys.

N59
The N59 further increases functionality and interaction, forming 
an advanced user experience. Front and rear facing cameras, 2.4 “ 
full-colour touch screen display and Android 9.0 operating system 
combine with clear audio, exceptional durability and excellent 
security - the N59 defines a new era of communications.

N86
The Talkpod N86 is a mid-tier public network in-vehicle two-way 

radio enabling Australia-wide coverage via LTE/4G and private 
networks. The N86’s sleek yet simple design is welcomed by all 

and delivers a stable in-vehicle two-way radio PoC experience 
that’s easy to operate. The N86 has crystal clear, loud audio and 

a comfortable, ‘in-hand’ fist microphone. Like all Talkpod PoC 
devices, the N86’s industry-leading ability to roam cellular sites, 

vote for the best usable signal at speed and select the best 
bandwidth to deliver the optimal level of service, is outstanding.

Include 86 picture and device info
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N5 SMART SERIES
The Talkpod N5 Smart Series has been specifically designed for the Australian market. 
Each model carries the Regulatory Compliance Mark (RCM) and utilises all 3G/4G bands found in Australia. 
All models roam seamlessly between Wi-Fi and 3G/4G/LTE networks to provide a larger, faster, stronger and more 
reliable coverage area. Additionally, all N5 series variants are equipped with GPS & Accelerometer Sensors, enabling 
real-time tracking and emergency management options. The open-source Android operating system supports many 
Push-to-Talk platforms with little or no development required.



Choose from a variety of Talkpod accessories that have been designed, 
tested and certified to optimise the performance and efficiency of the  
N5 Smart Series.

We recommend using only genuine Talkpod accessories for the best user experience.

Included Accessories
Each Talkpod N5 Smart Series handheld radio comes packaged with everything you need to get started, 
including a Li-Ion battery pack, belt clip, antenna, wrist strap & single unit charger.

OptionaI Accessories
Further improve your experience of the N5 Smart Series by utilising these optional accessories also 
available from your Talkpod dealer.

* TCL02 only for N50 and N56. TCL04 only for N59.

TMC04TBL03TBL02 TCA03 TCL04* TPC03

TEM07TEM06TEM05 TSM01

TAT12TBL02*TBL01 TST01 TBC02* TCA01
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TIS02 TPM02

TPH05



SPECIFICATIONS
Model N50 N56 N59 N86

Accessory Port 2-Pin Kenwood Kenwood Standard 
Type

Rotary Controls Channel, Volume/On/
Off

Dedicated Keys PTT, Programmable 
Keys

PTT, SOS, 
Programmable Keys

SIM Slot lx Micro+ lx Nano 1 x Standard SIM+1 
Naro SIM

Speaker 36mm Loudspeaker

Microphone High Sensitivity Electret

Display None 1.7" LED 2.4”Touch Screen

Dimensions (HxWxD) 115x55x30mm 115x55x30(mm) 
4.52x2.16x1.18(in)

Weight 253g 260g/9.17oz

Battery Capacity 1650mAh (TBL01) NA

Battery Life >8 hours (5:5:90) NA

Chipset MTK6739 MTK6739

Internal Memory 8GB Flash, 1 GB RAM 8GB storage/1G RAM

External Memory Up to 128GB NA

Operating System Android 9.0

Google Play Yes

Warranty 2 Years

CONNECTIVITY
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n

Bluetooth Bluetooth 4.0/BLE (Low Energy)

GPS Yes

2G GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz

3G B1/2/5/8, TDD B34/35, CDMA2000 BCO

4G B 1 /3/5/7 /8/18/19/20/28A/28B, TDD B34/38/39/40/4 1
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